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For 20 years, Emsi’s mission has been to use data to inform & connect 
people, education, and employers.

Emsi serves thousands of professionals across three main sectors.
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Need for smart, effective reemployment 
strategies

Emsi can drive an effective approach to inform policy makers, align training, and create a skills-based 
marketplace that connects displaced workers to employers



Framework for state and local reemployment
• 1: (Data Dashboard) Establish data-informed policy 

• Pull the right data together to inform and connect critical stakeholders

• Evaluate critical need areas so state and local leader can build strategies and get to work

• Create a rapid-response dashboard to serve as a single source of truth to shape direction 

• 2: (Ed and Training Capacity) Align training and education
• Inventory current training and education programs and capacity

• Research gaps between supply (unemployed) and demand (where there are needs for skills and talent)

• Implement system to match jobseekers and training systems based on skill and demand

• 3: (Skills-based Marketplace) Connect jobseekers and businesses based on skills and demand
• Help jobseekers evaluate their skills to see opportunities for work and reskilling

• Evaluate the needs of employers and help them connect to displaced workers with the right skills

• Create a system to serve as a skill-based marketplace for people that need work and companies that need talent.



• Top level leadership - Data-informed policy that get all players working 
together towards rapid re-employment

• Systems alignment - A workforce training and education system that aligns 
dislocated workers with employer-driven demand

• Jobseeker facing assistance - A skills-based system where jobseekers can be 
matched to the right opportunity and employers find the talent they need

What does success look like?



1. Rapid response dashboard - assemble the right data 
together to inform and connect critical stakeholders

1. Target industries 
and occupations 
(based on high-

impact sectors for 
the state)

Key data inputs

2. Highly impacted 
sectors and 

dislocated workers 
(unemployment 

information)

3. In-demand skills, 
job postings, 
employers

4. Inventory of 
education and 

training programs

5. Strada survey data 6. Economic impacts 
at the county level

7. Social 
determinants of 

health (county level 
risk analysis)

8. Reskilling and 
upskilling 

opportunities



Example data: To see upskilling and reskilling opportunities for people now



Example analysis of dislocated workers and possible 
transitions to target sectors

Dislocated workers 

Retail workers

Hospitality

Healthcare

Production

Groups based on skill

Target sectors or 
Employers struggling to 
find skilled employees

Transitions for retail

Transitions for 
hospitality

Transitions for 
production

Transitions for 
healthcare support

Reemployment 
scenarios



Example data: Target Industries



Example data: Social Determinants of Health (Risk Analysis)



2. Inventory of current training and 
educational programs

Evaluate course and program 
description for each training 

provider

Analyze skills taught in each 
program versus the skills sought 

by employers
(CAEL)

Validate results and update 
the Eligible Training Providers 

List (ETPL)
Report on variance between 
what is taught and what is 

needed



Research gaps between supply and demand and explore where 
training programs can fill gaps



Systems to help 
jobseekers and 
training systems be 
matched



3. Match people to work and education 



Help jobseekers evaluate their skills to see 
opportunities for work and reskilling

Jobseeker evaluates 
skills and builds new, 
more demand-drive, 

data-informed resume

Links to job opportunities 
Based on current skills

Links jobseeker to ed 
opportunities that fill gaps
Based on where they can 

upskill

Build a database of skilled 
individuals (opt-in) that can 
be shared with employers

List of ed providers 
and programs

List of jobs that are 
available today



• Data-informed policy that get all players working together towards rapid re-
employment

• A workforce training system that aligns dislocated workers with employer-
driven demand

• A skill-based market exchange where job seekers can be matched to the right 
opportunity and employers find the talent they need

Recap
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Vision: Integrated & Aligned Economy
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we should strive for is interdependency. We begin to learn about work at home. Education and work shouldn’t be mutually exclusive. We will have to learn more over our working life. 



Contact:

Rob@economicmodeling.com
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